Activation of gene expression in eukaryotes generally involves the action of multiple transcription factors that function synergistically when bound near a particular target gene. Such effects have been suggested to occur because multiple activators can interact simultaneously with one or more components of the basal transcription machinery. In prokaryotes, examples of synergistic effects on transcription are much more limited and can often be explained by cooperative DNA binding. Here we show that the Escherichia coli cAMP receptor protein (CRP) functions synergistically to activate transcription from a derivative of the lac promoter that bears a second CRP-binding site upstream of the natural binding site. We present evidence indicating that cooperative DNA binding of two CRP dimers does not account for the magnitude of the observed cooperative activation. We suggest, instead, that the two dimers stimulate transcription directly by contacting two distinct surfaces of RNA polymerase simultaneously. Thus, synergistic activation by CRP may provide a relatively simple model for examining the molecular basis of such effects in higher organisms.
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The Escherichia coli cAMP receptor protein (CRP) binds its specific recognition site when complexed with cAMP and regulates transcription of many genes; it functions as a transcriptional activator and also, in some cases, as a repressor (1, 2) . The simplest CRP-regulated promoters bear a single CRP-binding site located -40-70 bp upstream of the transcription start site-for example, the lac promoter bears a single CRP-binding site required for activation that is centered 61.5 bp upstream of the transcription start point. Activation in this case is believed to involve direct contact between DNA-bound CRP and RNA polymerase (3, 4) .
The crystal structure reveals that CRP is a dimer, each monomer consisting of a large NH2 domain that binds cAMP and mediates dimer formation and a smaller COOH domain that binds DNA (5, 6) . Upon binding its specific recognition site, CRP bends the DNA sharply (7, 8) .
The idea that CRP activates transcription by contacting RNA polymerase has recently received strong experimental support by the isolation ofCRP mutants specifically defective for transcriptional activation (positive control mutants) (refs. 9, 10, and 40) . These mutants, which bind and bend DNA normally, bear amino acid substitutions that identify a solvent-exposed loop in the COOH domain that evidently contacts RNA polymerase during the activation process. Several lines of evidence suggest that, at least for the lac promoter, this contact involves the COOH-terminal portion of the a subunit of RNA polymerase (11 Plasmid Constructions. All plasmid constructions were done by using standard techniques (16) . Additional details are available on request.
The lac promoter derivatives used were all derived from the lac promoter in plasmid EMBL8+ (17) (see Fig. 1 ). In addition to the modifications shown in Fig. 1 , all promoters also bear three additional changes: (i) 2-bp substitutions (G -* C and A--C at positions -2 and +2, respectively) that create a Sal I restriction site near position + 1 (the start point of lacPl transcription); (ii) a 3-bp deletion (substitution of a cytosine for the sequence TTGT at positions +3 to +6) that eliminates the weak CRP site overlapping the lac operator; and (iii) an A --G substitution at position -40 that creates a unique Sma I restriction site.
A deletion (RZ8008), as described (18) , of the lacPl-10 hexamer was introduced into the pseudo-wild-type promoter to generate the repression construct.
Plasmid-encoded wild-type CRP was provided by plasmid pHA7 (19) . Plasmid pHA7-H159L, expressing a mutant CRP bearing a His (CAC) --Leu (CTG) substitution at amiino acid 159, was generated from pHA7 by site-directed mutagenesis.
Transfer of Promoter Derivatives to the Chromosome. The promoter constructs were each inserted into a plasmid vector designed to permit their transfer to a lysogenic phage by recombination in vivo and then integrated in single copy into the E. coli chromosome, as described (20 (22) , except that RNA samples were not treated with DNase I. Primer labeling and extension reactions were all done as described (23 
RESULTS

A Strong CRP-Binding Site Placed Upstream of a Weak Site
Mediates a Dramatic Increase in Stimulated Transcription. We constructed a set of derivatives of the E. coli lac promoter bearing one or two CRP-binding sites (see Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). To weaken binding of CRP to the natural CRP-binding site centered at position -61.5, we introduced a 1-bp substitution within the conserved 16-bp core of that site; we call this the weak-site template. We then introduced a strong CRPbinding site upstream of the weak site, so that the two sites are separated by a center-to-center spacing of 32 bp; we call this the two-site (strong/weak) template. In addition, we generated a template bearing just the upstream strong site by inactivating the promoter-proximal site with multiple basepair substitutions; we call this the distal strong-site template. We integrated each of the three templates into the bacterial chromosome in single copy and then measured the effect of CRP on the activity of each promoter by using two different methods to control the concentration of active CRP in the cell. (i) We grew cells containing the various templates with or without glucose. Cells grown with glucose contain low cAMP levels and, therefore, little functional CRP. Conversely, cells grown without glucose contain high cAMP levels and high levels of transcriptionally active CRP. (ii) We deleted the crp gene from strains bearing each of the test promoters and introduced into each of these strains either a plasmid lacking crp or a plasmid directing CRP synthesis under control of a heterologous promoter. In both i and ii, we assayed p-galactosidase to measure basal and stimulated lacZ expression levels. Table 1 shows the results from the first method. CRP stimulated expression levels from the weak-site template 6-fold, from the distal strong-site template <2-fold, and from the two-site template 36-fold. This 36-fold effect is much greater than the sum of the effects measured on the two single-site templates and is also greater than their product. We obtained similar results by using the second method (data not shown).
To rule out the possibility that the high level of CRPdependent expression measured for the two-site template was from an incorrectly initiated transcript, we did primerextension analysis of RNA isolated from cells grown with and without glucose. Fig. 2 shows that transcription was initiating correctly at promoter P1 on each template and that, for the two-site template, the level of this transcript increased dramatically under stimulatory conditions. A Second CRP-Binding Site Placed Upstream ofa Strong Site Mediates a 2-Fold Increase in Stimulated Transcription. We considered the possibility that cooperative activation in our system might be a consequence solely of cooperative DNA binding by CRP. We performed a DNase protection experiment with purified CRP and found that CRP does not bind cooperatively to the two-site template in vitro (data not shown). We reasoned that were cooperative DNA binding nevertheless the basis for cooperative activation in vivo, the distal CRP-binding site would not mediate any increase in transcription when placed upstream of an already saturated promoter-proximal CRP-binding site. To attempt to maxi- mize the occupancy of the promoter-proximal site, we converted the weak site on both the single-and the two-site templates back to a strong site, generating constructs we call the pseudo-wild-type template and the two-site (strong/ strong) template, respectively (see Fig. 1 and Table 2 ).
With this new set of templates it was necessary to work in the Acrp background because the strong CRP-binding site, when placed at the promoter-proximal position, mediated a high "basal" expression level in the crp+ background under glucose-repressing conditions. As expected, CRP exerted a large stimulatory effect on transcription initiating from the pseudo-wild-type template (-50-fold) ( Table 2 ). The strong site upstream elicited an increase (2-fold) in the stimulated transcription level but had no effect on the basal level measured without CRP. As with the strong/weak template, The indicated templates were each integrated into NK5031. The chromosomal crp gene was then deleted from each strain, and the effect of CRP on lacZ expression was determined by transforming resulting strains with either a control plasmid not encoding CRP or a plasmid directing the expression of high CRP levels. 3-Galactosidase assays were done as described in Table 1 legend. the effect of CRP on the strong/strong template was greater than the additive effects of CRP working on the single-site templates. The magnitude of the cooperative effect in this case was smaller, a point to which we return below. Primer extension analysis confirmed that the observed levels of f3-galactosidase expression reflected the levels of correctly initiated P1 transcript (data not shown).
The 2-fold increase in stimulated transcription seen with a second strong CRP-binding site could only be explained by cooperative DNA binding were the fractional occupancy of the strong site on the pseudo-wild-type template <50%. However, previous estimates suggest that the fractional occupancy of the natural CRP site in the lac promoter is -90% in the presence of a plasmid (pHA5) that directs expression of a lower CRP level than the plasmid we used (24, 19) . To obtain direct evidence that the fractional occupancy of the strong site on our single-site template is, indeed, >50%, we exploited the fact that CRP bound at this site represses transcription initiating at two minor promoters, P2 and P3, the start points of which are located 22 and 15 bp, respectively, upstream of the P1 start point (25, 18) . As shown by Xiong et al. (18) , this repressive effect of CRP on the low level of lacZ expression directed by promoters P2 and P3 can be detected when promoter P1 is inactivated. Using their strategy, we constructed a deletion derivative of the pseudo-wild-type template lacking the -10 hexamer of promoter P1; we call this the repression template (see Table 3 ).
We integrated the repression template into the bacterial chromosome in single copy, deleted the chromosomal crp gene, and assayed the lacZ expression level in the presence of either our control plasmid or the CRP-expressing plasmid. Table 3 shows that lacZ expression was repressed 2.3-fold (57%) by CRP, suggesting that the strong site on the repression template is, at least, 57% occupied. Because there is a strong cooperative interaction between CRP bound at its site and RNA polymerase bound at P1 (refs. 26 and 27; J.K.J., unpublished data), we estimate that the fractional occupancy of the same site on the pseudo-wild-type template is significantly >57%, suggesting that cooperative activation cannot be explained entirely by cooperative DNA binding.
Use of an Activation-Defective CRP Mutant Increases the
Magnitude of the Cooperative Effect on Transcriptional Activation. We suspected that the high level of transcription initiating from the pseudo-wild-type template in the presence of CRP may limit the magnitude of the increase seen with a second strong binding site. We therefore used a CRP mutant impaired in its ability to activate transcription to attempt to raise the magnitude of the increase. This mutant, CRP- H159L, binds DNA normally both in vivo and in vitro (refs. 9 and 40). Table 4 shows that, as expected, CRP-H159L stimulated transcription poorly when bound to a single strong site. However, with a second strong site, the transcription level increased by a factor of three (as compared with the 2-fold increase seen with wild-type CRP). In this case, the argument that the upstream site plays a role other than to increase occupancy of the promoter proximal site depends on a demonstration that the proxitnal site is >34% occupied on its own. To estimate the fractional occupancy of this site by mutant CRP, we again used the repression template. As expected, mutant CRP repressed transcription roughly as well as wild-type CRP ( Table 3 ), suggesting that the strong site on the repression template is at least 56% occupied by mutant CRP. DISCUSSION Cooperative Activation by CRP Cannot Be Attributed Simply to Cooperative DNA Binding. We have shown that a pair of CRP-binding sites activates transcription cooperatively from the lacPl promoter. One well-characterized mechanism for cooperative activation in prokaryotes is cooperative DNA binding (15) . Accordingly, CRP bound at the distal strong site would stabilize the association of a second dimer of CRP to the weak site, and that dimer, in turn, would activate transcription from the P1 promoter. However, three lines of evidence are inconsistent with the idea that cooperative activation by CRP is due simply to cooperative DNA binding.
(i) CRP failed to bind cooperatively to the strong/weak template in vitro. (ii) Even in the presence of a strong CRP-binding site at the promoter-proximal position, addition of a second site upstream mediated a 2-fold increase in stimulated transcription. Using an in vivo repression assay to assess site occupancy, we have argued that the fractional occupancy of the single strong site is significantly >50% and, thus, the 2-fold increase seen cannot be accounted for by cooperative DNA binding. ( iii) The magnitude of the cooperative effect on activation can be increased by weakening the activator. Thus, in the presence of a CRP mutant that activates transcription poorly, addition of a second strong binding site upstream of the first caused a 3-fold increase in stimulated transcription. Use of the in vivo repression assay suggested that the fractional occupancy of the single strong site by the mutant CRP was >56%, an estimate inconsistent with the possibility that cooperative DNA binding accounts for the observed 3-fold increase in stimulated transcription in the presence of the second binding site. A Model That Might Account for Cooperative Activation by CRP. We suggest that both DNA-bound CRP dimers may be interacting directly with RNA polymerase to mediate transcriptional activation (see Fig. 3 ). Several lines of experimental evidence suggest that CRP contacts the a subunit of RNA polymerase (refs. 28, 29, and 39) . Because RNA polymerase holoenzyme has a subunit structure a2PP'oa, both a subunits could be contacted simultaneously by two dimers of CRP. Alternatively, two nonidentical surfaces of RNA polymerase could be contacted by CRP. There is some experimental support for the latter possibility. (i) RNA polymerase holoenzyme reconstituted in vitro with a subunit truncated at its COOH-terminus fails to respond to CRP at the lac promoter but supports CRP-dependent activation at the gal promoter (where the CRP-binding site is centered at position -41.5) (29, 30) . (ii) Several recently isolated point mutations also located in the COOH-terminal portion of a prevent activation by CRP at class I (lac-like) but do not prevent it at class II (gal-like) promoters (R. Ebright, personal communication).
Despite the suggestion that two nonidentical surfaces of RNA polymerase can be contacted by CRP, analysis of the CRP positive control mutants indicates that the same solventaccessible loop mediates activation at both class I and II promoters (refs. 4 and 9; R. Ebright, personal communication). Assuming that this is the only CRP surface normally used to activate transcription, our model for cooperative activation implies that synergy would depend on a functional activation loop on both the proximally and distally bound CRP dimers.
We imagine that the binding of CRP to the promoter proximal site, because it bends the DNA, significantly increases the probability that the distally bound dimer touches the relevant surface of RNA polymerase (see Fig. 3 ). Although we cannot exclude the possibility that both DNAbound CRP dimers alternately contact the same surface of RNA polymerase, we think it unlikely that the distally bound molecule could gain access to this surface of RNA polymerase in the presence of the proximally bound molecule.
Our present data are also compatible with the possibility that CRP bound at the distal site somehow alters the conformation of the proximally bound dimer so that it is more effective in activating transcription. Another possibility consistent with our data is that the DNA bend introduced by the distally bound molecule exerts a stimulatory effect on tran- scription from P1 that is in some way potentiated by CRP bound at the proximal site. We note that these models could be excluded by demonstrating a requirement for a functional activation loop on the distally bound CRP dimer.
Whether cooperative activation by a pair of CRP dimers occurs at any natural promoters is a question for future investigation. In this regard, Shanblatt and Revzin (31) have proposed that transcriptional activation at the gal promoter actually involves the binding of two CRP dimers to the promoter region, the second binding only in the presence of RNA polymerase. In addition, we note that CRP works together with other regulatory proteins to control transcription from a number of promoters, some of which bear multiple CRP-binding sites (32) (33) (34) .
Cooperative DNA Binding Is Predicted to Be an Indirect Consequence of the Putative Three-Protein Complex. The model of Fig. 3 predicts that the total cooperative effect on activation would be magnified by cooperative DNA binding under conditions where one or both binding sites are not saturated. This situation occurs because the proposed protein complex links the two CRP dimers through their interaction with RNA polymerase, consequently stabilizing the binding of each to the DNA. Thus, our observation that the magnitude of the cooperative effect was greater in the presence of a weak proximal binding site may be attributable, at least in part, to this effect.
Synergistic Activation by Eukaryotic Upstream Activating Factors. One striking feature of gene activation in eukaryotes is the prevalence of synergistic effects of homologous and heterologous sets of transcription factors. One proposed model to explain the generality and versatility of such interactions is that multiple upstream activating factors can interact simultaneously with a common target-i.e., one or another component of the basal transcription apparatus (for review, see refs. 35-37; see also ref. 38 ). This hypothesis is particularly attractive to explain those cases of synergy that involve pairs of apparently unrelated activators unlikely to interact with one another directly. The example of synergy we have described, involving the interaction of a wellcharacterized prokaryotic activator with RNA polymerase, resembles cases of synergy involving multiple eukaryotic activators; the analysis of such relatively simple cases may provide some mechanistic insight into the more complex cases.
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